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A generalized version of density dependence has been introduced into the M3Y effective nucleon-nucleon
(NN) interaction that was based on theG-matrix elements of the ParisNN potential. The density dependent
parameters have been chosen to reproduce the saturation binding energy and density of normal nuclear matter
within a Hartree-Fock scheme, but with various values for the corresponding nuclear incompressibilityK
ranging from 176 to 270 MeV. We use these new density dependent interactions in the folding model to
calculate the real parts ofa-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus optical potentials for those systems where strongly
refractive scattering patterns have been observed. These provide some information on the potentials at short
distances, where there is a strong overlap of the projectile and target density distributions, and hence where the
density dependence of the interaction plays an important role. We try to infer, from careful optical model~OM!
analyses, the sensitivity of the scattering data to differentK values. Results obtained for elastica scattering on
targets ranging from12C to 208Pb allow us to determine unambiguously that theK value favored in this
approach is within the range of 240 to 270 MeV. Similar OM analyses have also been done on measurements
of the elastic scattering of12C112C, 16O112C, and 16O116O at incident energies up to 94 MeV/nucleon.
These data were found to be much less sensitive over such a narrow range ofK values. This lack of sensitivity
is due mainly to the smaller maximum overlap density which occurs for these systems, compared to that which
is formed in ana-nucleus collision. This makes the effects of density dependence less substantial. Another
reason is that a small difference between two folded heavy ion potentials can often be compensated for, in part,
by a small overall renormalization of one of them. This renormalization is often allowed in optical model
analyses, and interpreted, for example, as accounting for a contribution from a higher-order dynamic polariza-
tion potential. In an attempt to avoid this ambiguity, some OM analyses of the extensive and accurate data for
16O116O scattering were done using the unrenormalized folded potentials, together with the explicit addition
of a correction term, expressed in terms of cubic splines. This correction term can be interpreted as represent-
ing a contribution to the real potential from the dynamic polarization potential. The results of such a ‘‘folding
1spline’’ analysis suggest a tendency to favor the sameK value range that was found in the OM analyses of
a-nucleus scattering.@S0556-2813~97!01008-X#

PACS number~s!: 25.70.Bc, 21.30.Fe, 21.65.1f, 24.10.Hf
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I. INTRODUCTION

Among various models for the heavy-ion~HI! interaction
potential, the double-folding model@1,2# has been widely
used to calculate the real parts ofa-nucleus and nucleus
nucleus optical potentials. The folding model potential
identified as a representation of the first-order term of
formal optical potential given by Feshbach’s reaction the
@3#. This potential is defined, when used in the one-bo
Schrödinger equation, to generate the relative motion par
that component of the total wave function of the HI syste
in which the two colliding nuclei remain in their groun
states. That is, it describes their elastic scattering. Antis
metrization of the system is taken into account to the ex
that single-nucleon ‘‘knock-on’’ exchange terms are usua
evaluated. The success of this approach in describing
observed elastic scattering of many systems suggests th
produces the dominant part of the real optical potential
that the real contributions from the couplings to the none
tic channels, the ‘‘dynamic polarization potential’’~DPP!,
560556-2813/97/56~2!/954~16!/$10.00
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are quite small except under special circumstances. T
such circumstances are when one nucleus is loosely bo
and its breakup becomes important@4#, or at low energies
near the top of the Coulomb barrier when the DPP m
become important: the so-called ‘‘threshold anomaly’’@5#.

The basic inputs to a folding calculation are the nucle
densities of the colliding nuclei and the effective nucleo
nucleon (NN) interaction. Once we have realistic nucle
densities, available from different nuclear models or direc
from the electron-scattering data, it still remains necessar
have a realistic effectiveNN interaction before the succes
of the folding model can be reliably assessed. Popu
choices for this have frequently been based upon the M
interactions which were designed to reproduce
G-matrix elements of the Reid@6# and Paris@7# NN poten-
tials in an oscillator basis. We refer to these as the M3Y-R
and M3Y-Paris interaction, respectively. The Reid vers
was used with some success in folding model calculation
the HI optical potential at relatively low energies@1#. These
cases primarily probed the potential in the surface, near
954 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 955NUCLEAR INCOMPRESSIBILITY AND DENSITY . . .
strong absorption radius. However, in cases of refrac
nuclear scattering, characterized by the observation of ‘‘ra
bow’’ features and seen first fora particles@8,9# and later on
for other light HI systems~see, e.g., Refs.@10–12#!, the scat-
tering is sensitive to the optical potential over a wider rad
domain @13,14#. Here, the simple M3Y-type interactio
failed to give a good description of the data. The correspo
ing folded potentials were too deep at small internuclear
tances to reproduce the rainbow features in the scatte
cross section at the larger angles. However, because
were designed to reproduce theG matrix in an oscillator
representation, i.e., matrix elements for a finite nucleus,
original M3Y interactions only correspond to an avera
over both kinetic energy and the density of the surround
medium. This fact has motivated the inclusion into the ori
nal M3Y interactions of an explicit density dependence,
account for the reduction in the strength of the interact
that occurs as the density of the surrounding medium
creases. An early version of the density dependence of
M3Y-Reid interaction was based upon theG-matrix calcula-
tions of Jeukenneet al. @15#. It was dubbed the DDM3Y
interaction and greatly improved the description of the ra
bow phenomena observed fora-nucleus scattering@16,17# as
well as data for light HI scattering@18#.

In a further development of the M3Y-type of interactio
a nuclear matter~NM! study within the Hartree-Fock~HF!
scheme@19# has shown that the original densityindependent
M3Y interaction@6,7# failed to saturate cold NM, leading t
collapse. The introduction of a density dependence allo
saturation to occur. However, the DDM3Y density depe
dence resulted in the correct binding energy~about 16 MeV/
nucleon! but at the wrong density (r0. 0.07 fm23, com-
pared to the empirical saturation density of about 0
fm 23). Therefore, several new density dependences for
M3Y interaction were introduced@19–21#, with parameter
values chosen to reproduce the observed NM satura
properties. Furthermore, we believe the later M3Y-Paris
teraction to be more realistic, and we concentrate our at
tion on that. For example, a recent HF study of asymme
NM @22# showed the M3Y-Paris interaction to give a mo
accurate description of the isospin dependence than doe
M3Y-Reid version.

Although the different versions of density dependen
give, by design, the same saturation properties, they do re
in different curvaturesof the binding energy curveB(r)
near the saturation point, i.e., they are associated with dif
ent values of the nuclear incompressibility,

K59r2
d2B~r!

dr2 . ~1.1!

For example, the original DDM3Y interaction was asso
ated with an exponential dependence on density@16#,

F~r!5C@11aexp~2br!#, ~1.2!

chosen largely for its simplicity in folding calculations@1#.
When the parameter values were adjusted to give the co
saturation properties with the M3Y-Paris interaction@20#,
this revised interaction~now known as DDM3Y1! yielded
K5176 MeV. Due to its exponential form, other solutio
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are not possible, so a more flexible power-law density dep
dence was introduced@19,20#,

F~r!5C~12arb!. ~1.3!

A popular version of this form of density dependence u
b52/3 @24#. However, integer values ofb allow for a simple
separation of variables when these interactions are use
compute double-folded potentials andr is defined as
r5r11r2. Hence attention was focused on these. Values
b51, 2, and 3 were explored, resulting inK5270, 418, and
566 MeV, respectively. These new density dependent in
actions were named BDM3Yb, and have been used exte
sively in the folding model analysis ofa-nucleus@20#, as
well as light HI @21,23#, elastic scattering. A particular em
phasis in these analyses has been put on the refractive
tering pattern observed at large angles, which is domina
by far-side scattering. For example, see in the upper par
Fig. 1 the optical model~OM! results@20# obtained for the
a140Ca system at 104 MeV using different versions of t
interactions in comparison with data@25#. The decomposi-
tion of the elastic-scattering amplitude into the near- a
far-side components~lower part of Fig. 1!, using the tech-
nique suggested by Fuller@26#, shows clearly a dominanc
of the far-side scattering at large angles. These~strongly re-
fractive! data have been shown@27# to be sensitive to the
a140Ca potential at an internuclear distance as small a
fm. As a consequence, such data provide a severe te
different models fora-nucleus potentials@28#.

The results of our folding analyses, especially those
tained fora-nucleus scattering@20#, showed unambiguously
that the most successful of the suggested density de
dences were the DDM3Y1 and BDM3Y1 versions~see upper
part of Fig. 1!, which are associated withK5176 and 270
MeV, respectively. The first choice corresponds to a nucl
equation of state~EOS! that is quite soft. At one time a very
soft EOS was thought to be sufficient to allow a prom
explosion in supernovas@29#, but more recent numerica
studies indicate that this is not the case and current thou
about supernovas explosions places less emphasis on
value of K @30#. The second choice ofK5270 MeV still
corresponds to a relatively soft EOS. It had been hoped
gain some information on the EOS from the measured tra
verse flows of a variety of particles and nuclear fragments
high energy central HI collisions@31#, but the results ob-
tained so far@32# remain less conclusive than those obtain
from our analyses of refractive scattering. A recent deter
nation ofK based upon the production of hard photons in
collisions led to the estimateK5290650 MeV @33#, which
is close to the upper value that we obtained. Another
proach to the determination of the incompressibilityK for
nuclear matter is to extrapolate from the energies of nuc
giant monopole resonances in finite nuclei. However, t
procedure is also fraught with difficulty and a recent stu
@34# concluded that the present set of data only limitsK to
somewhere in the range from 200 to 350 MeV. Anoth
study @35# argues that microscopic calulations of the mon
pole resonances remain the most reliable way of determin
K for nuclear matter from the energies of monopole vib
tions in finite nuclei. These authors conclude that the e
dence indicates a compression modulus in the range 21
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956 56DAO T. KHOA, G. R. SATCHLER, AND W. VON OERTZEN
220 MeV. We also note that a fully microscopic descripti
of nuclear matter within a relativistic Brueckner-Hartre
Fock theory@36#, using the BonnNN potential ~type A),
reproduces the NM saturation properties correctly and g
K.290 MeV.

TheK values found by our previous folding model anal
ses, indicating thatK falls within the range of about 170–

FIG. 1. Elastica140Ca scattering cross sections atElab5104
MeV obtained with different real folded potentials~upper part!,
which were calculated using different density dependent inte
tions ~see Ref.@20#!. The best-fit DDM3Y1 and BDM3Y1 poten
tials were calculated using the interactions which yield the nuc
incompressibilityK5176 and 270 MeV, respectively. Decompos
tion of the scattering amplitude~given by the BDM3Y1 potential!
into the near- and far-side components~lower part! was done using
the technique suggested in Ref.@26#.
s

270 MeV, are generally compatible with the values obtain
from the other sources just discussed. Nonetheless, it
mains desirable to see whether an empirical value can
determined more closely by our~folded! optical model ap-
proach. This has motivated us to study in more detail
density dependence of the effective NN interaction which
used as a key input in the folding model for nucleus-nucle
potentials. We do this by designing interactions associa
with K values intermediate between those given
DDM3Y1 and BDM3Y1. At first sight, the simplest ap
proach would be to introduce into the power-law form~1.3!
values ofb that are less than unity~for example, the density
dependence~1.3! of the M3Y-Paris interaction, with a popu
lar b52/3, has been shown@22# to give K5218 MeV!.
However, as mentioned earlier, noninteger values ofb do
not lead to separation-of-variable properties that greatly s
plify folding calculations; indeed the computation becom
considerably more complicated. Consequently, we chos
hybrid of the DDM3Y1 and BDM3Y1 forms, which allows
us to explore intermediate values ofK at the price of intro-
ducing one new parameterg,

F~r!5C@11aexp~2br!2gr#. ~1.4!

We chose parameter values which yieldedK ranging from
188 to 252 MeV in roughly 10 MeV steps~see Table I!.
These intermediate sets were denoted CDM3Yn(n51→6)
and their use allows us to trace in finer detail the sensitiv
of refractive scattering data to theK value and thus, hope
fully, determine it with more precision.

A brief description of the new parametrization of the de
sity dependent interaction based on the HF results for
saturation properties of cold NM, as well as the main fe
tures of the double-folding model, are given in Sec. II. R
sults of our folding analyses of the elastica-particle scatter-
ing data on different targets, using the real optical poten
calculated with the new interactions, are discussed in S
III A. Those obtained for the elastic12C and 16O scattering
are discussed in Sec. III B. A summary and the main conc
sions of the present work are given in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL FORMALISM

A. Density dependent M3Y interaction in the HF calculation
of nuclear matter

The effective in-medium nucleon-nucleon interactio
frequently used in nuclear reaction calculations can

c-

r

tter

TABLE I. Parameters@see Eq.~1.4!# of different density dependencesF(r) of the M3Y-Paris interaction.

Values of the nuclear incompressibilityK were obtained from the Hartree-Fock calculation of nuclear ma
reported in Sec. II A.

Interaction C a b ~fm3) g ~fm3) K ~MeV!

DDM3Y1 0.2963 3.7231 3.7384 0.0 176
CDM3Y1 0.3429 3.0232 3.5512 0.5 188
CDM3Y2 0.3346 3.0357 3.0685 1.0 204
CDM3Y3 0.2985 3.4528 2.6388 1.5 217
CDM3Y4 0.3052 3.2998 2.3180 2.0 228
CDM3Y5 0.2728 3.7367 1.8294 3.0 241
CDM3Y6 0.2658 3.8033 1.4099 4.0 252
BDM3Y1 1.2521 0.0 0.0 1.7452 270
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roughly divided into two groups. In the first group one p
rametrizes the effective interaction directly~such as the
Skyrme forces!, leaving out any connection with a realist
freeNN interaction. In the second group one first derives
effective interaction in the lowest-order of a many-body c
culation ~for example, a solution of the Bethe-Goldsto
equation!, starting from a realisticNN interaction which re-
produces the freeNN scattering data. This interaction is a
ready dependent on the density of the NM, either explic
~as in Ref.@15#, for example!, or in an average way becaus
it was evaluated in a basis~such as oscillator wave functions!
suitable for a finite nucleus~as was the case with the M3Y
interactions!. Then one can obtain a good description of t
NM saturation properties in a simple HF calculation, by fi
tuning the parameters for the density dependence. Like
our earlier studies@19–21#, in the present work we hav
constructed an effective density dependent and localNN in-
teraction by taking the original M3Y-Paris interaction, whic
represents an average over density, and introducing an
plicit dependenceF(r) on density. The values of the param
etersC, a, andb were then adjusted so as to reproduce,
HF approximation, the saturation properties of symme
NM, namely, a binding energy per nucleon ofB(r0).16
MeV at a saturation densityr0.0.17 fm23.

Let us first recall the main features of a HF calculation
the NM binding energy. With the direct (vD) and exchange
(vEX) parts of the interaction determined from the singl
and triplet even (vSE, vTE) and odd (vSO, vTO) components
of the M3Y two-nucleon forces@7#, one obtains the ground
state energy of cold NM as

E5Ekin1
1

2(kst
(

k8s8t8
@^kst,k8s8t8uvDukst,k8s8t8&

1^kst,k8s8t8uvEXuk8st,ks8t8&#, ~2.1!

where ukst& are ordinary plane waves. The directvD and
exchangevEX parts of the~central! NN forces can be written
in terms of spin-isospin dependent components as

vD~EX!~r !5v00
D~EX!~r !1v10

D~EX!~r !ss81v01
D~EX!~r !tt8

1v11
D~EX!~r !~ss8!~tt8!. ~2.2!

The explicit radial dependences of the M3Y-Paris interact
@7# can be given in terms of three Yukawas. In our case
need

v00
D ~r !511061.625

exp~24r !

4r
22537.5

exp~22.5r !

2.5r
,

v00
EX~r !521524.25

exp~24r !

4r
2518.75

exp~22.5r !

2.5r

27.8474
exp~20.7072r !

0.7072r
. ~2.3!

It has been shown@19# that the original~density indepen-
dent! M3Y-type interaction fails to give saturation in NM
The introduction of a density dependent factor,F(r), can
avoid this difficulty @19,20#,
-

e
-

y

in

x-

n
c

f

-

n
e

vD~EX!~r,r !5F~r!vD~EX!~r !. ~2.4!

As already discussed, the previous work@19,20# used either
the form~1.2! or ~1.3! for F(r). Here we use the hybrid form
~1.4!, with a range of values for the mixture parameterg.
The corresponding values forC, a, and b to give the re-
quired saturation properties are collected in Table I, toget
with the predicted incompressibilitiesK. Now K varies
smoothly from 176 MeV ~DDM3Y1! to 270 MeV
~BDM3Y1!, a range which encompasses the value of aro
210 MeV recently deduced@35#. The associated EOS ar
illustrated in Fig. 2. We have some hope of distinguishi
between these if the scattering data are sensitive to the
optical potential at small internuclear separations that co
spond to high overlap densities, approaching twice~or more!
normal nuclear matter density.

B. Double-folding model for scattering

We give here only a short summary of the extended v
sion of the folding model and refer to Ref.@23# for more
details. In the present work, some minor modification h
been introduced to the folding code used in Ref.@23# to
handle the new~CDM3Y! form of the density dependence
In the first order of Feshbach’s theory for the optical pote
tial @3#, the microscopic, antisymmetrized, nucleus-nucle
potential can be evaluated as a Hartree-Fock potential of
dinuclear system,

V5VD1VEX5 (
i PA1 , j PA2

@^ i j uvDu i j &1^ i j uvEXu j i &#,

~2.5!

whereu i & and u j & refer to the single-particle wave function
of nucleons in the two colliding nucleiA1 and A2, respec-
tively; vD and vEX are the direct and exchange parts of t
effective NN interaction, as given in Eqs.~2.2! and ~2.3!.

FIG. 2. Different EOS as generated by Hartree-Fock calcu
tions of nuclear matter, using the new versions of the density
pendent M3Y-Paris interaction proposed here which have been
justed to give a saturation density ofr0.0.17 fm23 and a
saturation binding energy of 16 MeV per nucleon~see Table I!.
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958 56DAO T. KHOA, G. R. SATCHLER, AND W. VON OERTZEN
The exchange potentialVEX accounts for the knockon inter
change of the two interacting nucleons, one in the projec
and one in the target.

We emphasize that the potentialV defined by Eq.~2.5! is
the ~real! first order term of the Feshbach optical potenti
Experience has taught us that in many cases the contribu
of higher order to the real potential are small@2#, so that
V, supplemented by an absorptive, imaginary term, and u
in a one-body Schro¨dinger equation with the reduced mass
the two separated nuclei, is designed to generate a good
proximation to the relative motion wave function of the tw
colliding nuclei while they remain in their ground states@3#.
Due to the absorption into other, nonelastic channels,
may be only a small component of the total wave functio
but it is that portion which describes the elastic scatterin

By introducing one-body density matricesr1(2)(r ,r 8) of
the two colliding nuclei@with r(r ,r )[r(r )], one can explic-
itly write the direct and exchange potentials as

VD~E,R!5E r1~r1!r2~r2!vD~r,E,s!d3r 1d3r 2 ,

s5r22r11R; ~2.6!

VEX~E,R!5E r1~r1 ,r11s!r2~r2 ,r22s!

3vEX~r,E,s!expF ik~R!s

M Gd3r 1d3r 2 . ~2.7!

Herek(R) is the relative motion momentum given by

k2~R!5
2mM

\2 @Ec.m.2V~E,R!2VC~R!#, ~2.8!

where M5A1A2 /(A11A2) is the reduced mass numbe
Ec.m. is the center-of-mass~c.m.! energy andm is the bare
nucleon mass.V(E,R)5VD(E,R)1VEX(E,R) and VC(R)
are the total nuclear and Coulomb potentials, respectiv
The folded potentialV is nonlocalthrough its exchange term
and contains a self-consistency problem becausek depends
uponV. The exact treatment of the nonlocal exchange te
is complicated numerically, but one may obtain an equi
lent local potential by using a realistic approximation for th
mixed density matrix@37#

r~R,R1s!.rS R1
s

2D j 1̂FkFS R1
s

2D sG
with

ĵ 1~x!53~sinx2xcosx!/x3. ~2.9!

The average local Fermi momentumkF is chosen@37# so as
to accelerate the convergence of the density-matrix exp
sion. Its explicit form is given in Ref.@23#.

In the folding calculations~2.6! and~2.7!, the density de-
pendent interaction has also been assumed to be energ
pendent, and we use the following form:

vD~EX!~r,E,r !5g~E!F~r!vD~EX!~r !. ~2.10!
le

.
ns

ed
f
ap-

is
,

y.

-

n-

de-

The energy dependent factor in Eq.~2.10! is taken to be a
linear function of the bombarding energyE;
g(E)5120.003E/A for the M3Y-Paris interaction. It was
introduced phenomenologically@19# to account for an ex-
plicit ~rather weak! energy dependence of the effective inte
action required to reproduce the empirical energy dep
dence of the nucleon optical potential. We note that
nucleons bound in nuclear matter (E,0), the density depen
dent interaction used in the HF calculations reported in S
II were assumed to be independent of energy, i.e.,g(E)51
whenE,0. A more refined treatment would be based up
calculations of theG matrix ~using the ParisNN potential!
for both positive and negative energies. Unfortunately, th
are not currently available.

The densityr of the two overlapping nuclei which enter
Eq. ~2.10! is taken to be the sum of the densities of th
ground states, evaluated at the midpoint of the internucl
separation,

F~r!5FFr1S r11
s

2D1r2S r22
s

2D G . ~2.11!

This is the approximation frequently adopted for calculati
folding model potentials@1,23,16,38#. Here, it allows us to
use the approximation~2.9! for the mixed density matrices
After certain transformations one obtains the self-consis
and local exchange potentialVEX as

VEX~E,R!54pg~E!E
0

`

vEX~s! j 0„k~R!s/M …s2ds

3E f 1~r ,s! f 2~r2R,s!F@r1~r !

1r2~r2R!#d3r , ~2.12!

where

f 1~2!~r ,s!5r1~2!~r ! j 1̂„kF1~2!~r !s… and j 0~x!5sinx/x.

The exchange potential~2.12! can then be evaluated exact
by an iterative method@23#. The calculated total potentia
V(E,R) has a dependence on energy arising from the
change term which is much stronger than the intrinsic ene
dependence represented by theg(E) factor. Consequently, to
have a realistic energy dependence for the folded poten
one should treat the knockon exchange effects as accur
as possible. A useful quantity in the study of the ener
dependence is the volume integral of the folded potential
interacting nucleon pair

JR~E!/~A1A2!5
4p

A1A2
E

0

`

@VD~E,r !1VEX~E,r !#r 2dr.

~2.13!

The ground-state density for thea particle is taken to be
a Gaussian form with a rms radius derived from electro
scattering measurements@1#, while the densities for the othe
nuclei considered in our folding calculation are represen
by two-parameter Fermi shapes with parameters sugge
by shell-model calculations and electron-scattering meas
ments@38,39#. Since the original M3Y-Paris interaction~2.3!
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56 959NUCLEAR INCOMPRESSIBILITY AND DENSITY . . .
is real, the simplest approach to obtain a complex opt
potential would be to use the density dependent interac
with a complex strength. This would result in the real a
imaginary parts of the optical potential having the sa
shape. However, it is well known from analyses
a-nucleus scattering~for example, see Fig. 2 in Ref.@40#!
and of light HI scattering@2,18# that the imaginary potentia
is definitely required to have a different shape; the ratio
the imaginary to the real potential tends to peak near
nuclear surface but becomes relatively weak in the inte
@13# ~it is this property which enables us to obtain som
knowledge of the real potential at small distances from
fractive scattering!. Therefore, we have chosen, as in o
previous folding analyses, a hybrid~semimicroscopic! ap-
proach where the folded potential enters the OM analyse
the real part of the optical potential and the imaginary par
treated phenomenologically, using a conventional Woo
Saxon~WS! form. Thus the total optical potential is

U~E,R!5NR@VD~E,R!1VEX~E,R!#1 iWV~R!1 iWD~R!,
~2.14!

with

WV~R!52WVH 11expFR2r V~A1
1/31A2

1/3!

aV
G J 21

~2.15!

and

WD~R!54WDaD

d

dRH 11expFR2r D~A1
1/31A2

1/3!

aD
G J 21

.

~2.16!

The renormalization factorNR , together with the WS param
eters are usually adjusted for the best fit to the data. The
surface term~2.16! is optional and added only in cases whe
it essentially improves agreement with the data~in the
present paper this is the case for the16O1 16O scattering
data!. The renormalization factorNR for the real folded po-
tential is a convenient way to make small adjustments
may be needed to take into account the higher-order~dy-
namic polarization! contributions to the real potential, a
well as taking into account small uncertainties in the foldi
input that may exist. Consequently, we should findNR.1 if
the procedure is meaningful. The Coulomb potentialVC(R)
used in the calculation of the exchange potential@see Eq.
~2.8!# and in the OM analysis is generated by folding tw
uniform charge distributions with radii determined fro
electron-scattering data for the considered nuclei. All o
OM analyses were made using the programPTOLEMY @41#.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

A. Systematic folding model analysis of refractive
a-nucleus scattering

We have shown in an earlier study@20# that an accurate
folding model analysis of refractivea-nucleus scattering
with data measured up to large angles, can be a very e
tive method to determine the incompressibility of co
nuclear matter. From those analyses@20# ~see, for example
results obtained for thea140Ca system atElab5104 MeV
al
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shown in Fig. 1! we could determine unambiguously that
the potentials utilized in that study, those derived from t
DDM3Y1 and BDM3Y1 interactions were the best choic
thus limiting the predicted value ofK to the range between
about 170 and 270 MeV.

Now with our hybrid model of the density dependenc
which allows a smooth transition between these two inter
tions ~Table I!, we aim to determine the optimumK value
more precisely by performing a global OM analysis of t
available~refractive! a-nucleus elastic scattering on targe
ranging from 12C to 208Pb. For this purpose, we have co
sidered elastica112C scattering data atElab5104 MeV
@42#, 145 and 172.5 MeV@43#; a140Ca data at 80 MeV
@44#, 104 MeV@25#, and 141.7 MeV@9#; a158Ni data at 104
MeV @45#, 139 MeV @8#, and 172.5 MeV@46#; a190Zr data
at 79.5–118 MeV@47# and at 141.7 MeV@9#; a1208Pb data
at 104 MeV@48# and 139 MeV@8#.

The main feature of these data is that the Fraunhofer
fraction in the forward part of the angular distribution
usually followed by a smooth shoulderlike rainbow max
mum which then falls off exponentially at the largest ang
@9,13,14#. To illustrate this effect, we have plotted in Fig.
the a158Ni, 90Zr, and 208Pb data at a typical ‘‘refractive’’
incident energy of 140 MeV, together with the OM fits o
tained with the CDM3Y1 and CDM3Y6 folded potentia
~see Table II for the parameter values!. Although more than
two decades have elapsed since these data were meas
they still present some of the best experimental evidence
nuclear rainbow scattering. It was thea158Ni data at 139
MeV that first led one to the importance of density depe
dence in the folding model analysis~see, e.g., Ref.@16#, and
references therein!. The physics is now well understoo
@16,20,23,28#, namely, the observed refractive~rainbow! pat-
tern in the elastic cross section is due to thea-nucleus opti-
cal potential having a relatively weak absorption in the in
rior. It can be shown from a near- and far-side decomposit
of the scattering amplitude@49# that the refractive scattering
data are sensitive to the real part of thea-nucleus optical
potential down to very small radii. Consequently, these d
are of great importance in eliminating the ambiguity in t
strength of the real optical potential@9#, and to test different
theoretical models for thea-nucleus potential. We also not
that at small distances, where thea-nucleus overlap density
is substantially higher than the normal NM densityr0 ~see
Fig. 4!, in-medium effects become stronger and enhance
effects on the potential of the various forms of density d
pendence. This is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows t
folded potentials fora140Ca at a bombarding energy of 10
MeV. Although when the cross sections are plotted usin
logarithmic scale, as in Fig. 1, both the DDM3Y1 an
BDM3Y1 interactions appear to give about the same desc
tion of the scattering data, the conventionalx-squared value
per datum obtained with the BDM3Y1 potential is small
than that given by the DDM3Y1 potential~Fig. 6!.

If the data plotted in Fig. 3@8,9# are the best evidence fo
nuclear rainbow scattering observed at a given energy
different targets, high-precisiona190Zr data by Put and
Paans@47# ~see Fig. 7! present a unique picture of how th
refractive pattern evolves with energy. While the far-si
scattering begins to dominate the large-angle scattering
ready at thea-particle energy of 60 MeV, the most pro
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nounced rainbow maxima are seen as the energy reache
MeV and higher @20,47#. These data, together with th
a190Zr elastic data measured at 141.7 MeV@9#, provide us
with a very accurate test ground for any theoretical mode
the a190Zr optical potential. In our case, they help to sho
unambiguously that from the suggested density depen
interactions in Table I the CDM3Y5, CDM3Y6, an
BDM3Y1 versions of the density dependent interaction
the most favored ones~see the lower part of Fig. 8!.

From the detailed OM analyses of the othera scattering
data, we find indeed a systematic behavior of thex2 value to
approach its minimum with the CDM3Y5, CDM3Y6, o
BDM3Y1 interactions~see Figs. 6, 8, and 9!. These three
types of the density dependent interaction, in a HF calcu
tion of cold NM, give the nuclear incompressibility to b
K5241, 252, and 270 MeV, respectively. This is a stro
indication that a very soft nuclear EOS~with K around 180
MeV, such as is often used in calculations of supernova
plosions! is less realistic than a slightly stiffer EOS~with
K.2402270 MeV!.

We note that there is some preference~especially in some
nuclear structure calculations! for an interaction whose den
sity dependence is somewhat softer than the linear den

FIG. 3. Fits to the elastica158Ni, 90Zr, and 208Pb scattering
data atElab.140 MeV given by the real folded potentials calculat
using the density dependent interactions CDM3Y1 and CDM3
which yield nuclear incompressibilities ofK5188 and 252 MeV,
respectively!. The usual Woods-Saxon shape~2.15! was used for
the imaginary potentials, and the parameters adjusted to opti
the fits to the data.
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dependence of the BDM3Y1 version, such as is given by
CDM3Yn (n53→6) examples studied here. The CDM3Y
and CDM 3Y4 versions, e.g., are very close to what o
would get from using the power-law dependence~1.3! with a
popular choice@24# for the noninteger power,b52/3 ~which
givesK5218 MeV @22#!, although we avoided using it ex
plicitly because of computational problems when it is a
plied to calculations of folding model potentials. We al
note that even withK5270 MeV, we are still dealing with
quite a soft EOS compared with thehard EOS sometimes
considered in the study of HI collisions~with K.4002500
MeV! @31#.

It is well known that frequently there is an interplay b
tween the real and imaginary parts of the optical potentia
an OM analysis of elastic scattering. In our folding analy
of the a-nucleus scattering, we have allowed a renormali
tion of the real folded potential~2.5! as well as adjusting the
parameters of the imaginary WS optical potential to give
best fit to the data in each particular case~see, for example,
the OM parameters used with the CDM3Y6 folded poten
in Table II!; and the effects of using the different real folde
potentials~Fig. 5, for example! are somewhat obscured b
adjusting theNR coefficient and the parameters of the W
imaginary potential. Nonetheless, there does seem to be
evidence from refractivea scattering on targets ranging from
12C to 208Pb that favors a value ofK closer to that given by
BDM3Y1 than that resulting from DDM3Y1, as well as
definite preference in many cases forK in the range of about
240 to 270 MeV.

The OM parameters obtained with the types of fold
potential other than CDM3Y6 are very close to those o
tained with the CDM3Y6 potential itself and given in Tab
II. We regard these CDM3Y6 parameters as representativ
a ‘‘realistic’’ potential for use in a folding model analysis o
a scattering~we note that the optimum values ofNR are
greater than unity, between 1.2 and 1.3. This has been
as a characteristic of folding models fora scattering
@16,17,20,50#, but no satisfactory explanation has yet be
offered!. As in other OM analyses of the same data, we fi
that the best-fit imaginary WS potentials are quite shall
relative to the real potentials, confirming the relatively we
absorption experienced in the scattering which in turn he
us to trace differences in the real folded potentials at sm
radii. It is remarkable that different OM analyses of the sa
a-nucleus~refractive! scattering data considered here, usi
various forms of the optical potential such as Woods-Sa
squared potentials@8,9#, spline funtions@47# or those from
model-independent analyses~MIA ! @27,50#, have always re-
sulted in a shallow imaginary potential and a deep~folding-
like! real potential. Compared to the HI scattering, t
a-nucleus optical potential has almost no ‘‘family’’ problem
~the existence of different families of the optical potent
which give the same fit to the data!, especially when the
systematic behavior of the volume integrals of the opti
potential is involved in the study@50#. Our results for the
volume integral~2.13! of the real folded potential per inter
acting nucleon pair~obtained with the CDM3Y6 interaction!
are shown in Table II. They are in very close agreement w
the systematics given by other OM analyses~see, e.g., Ref.
@50#!.
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TABLE II. OM parameters@see Eqs.~2.14! and~2.15!# used in the folding analysis of elastica scattering
on different targets. The real folded potentials were calculated using the CDM3Y6 interaction which
the nuclear incompressibilityK5252 MeV ~see Table I!.

Target Elab NR 2JR/4A ^r R
2&1/2 WV r V aV sR x2

~MeV! ~MeV fm3) ~fm! ~MeV! ~fm! ~fm! ~mb!

12C 104 1.271 319.3 3.386 18.36 0.959 0.621 788 10
145 1.287 300.3 3.401 18.59 0.969 0.667 781 2.4

172.5 1.249 277.3 3.411 20.54 0.910 0.718 747 3.

40Ca 80 1.201 322.1 4.279 21.31 1.051 0.771 1554 3.
104 1.192 306.0 4.284 20.62 1.079 0.727 1511 4.

141.7 1.177 282.1 4.292 20.03 1.071 0.687 1411 7.

58Ni 104 1.160 286.3 4.555 19.46 1.116 0.610 1629 10
139 1.151 266.6 4.562 21.19 1.063 0.737 1664 2.

172.5 1.151 251.0 4.568 25.88 0.996 0.811 1650 3.

90Zr 79.5 1.191 306.8 5.037 19.03 1.135 0.614 1931 4.
99.5 1.191 295.9 5.040 19.63 1.136 0.620 1968 4.
118 1.170 281.0 5.043 19.67 1.131 0.654 1998 2.

141.7 1.155 265.7 5.046 20.63 1.107 0.704 2011 4.

208Pb 104 1.354 335.2 6.268 32.69 1.103 0.781 2935 8.
139 1.174 272.8 6.271 20.34 1.165 0.722 2952 5.
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Thus the weak absorption observed ina-nucleus scatter-
ing at these energies that lead to the appearance of rain
like features in the dominant far-side scattering amplitude
large angles offers a unique opportunity to study the den
dependence of an in-mediumNN interaction. Such a densit
dependence is well understood and predicted in m
G-matrix calculations. Another crucial point in this conne
tion is the usefulness of the very high and compact den
profile of the a particle. One has a density as high
r.2r0 in the center of the4He nucleus, given by the Gaus
ian distribution~see Fig. 4! used in our folding analysis a
well as by the empirical matter density~given by twice the
experimental charge density for4He @51# with the finite-
sized charge distribution of the proton unfolded!. This means
that the total density for ana particle overlapping a targe

FIG. 4. Overlap density of thea140Ca system at different in-
ternuclear distances. Thez axis is directed along the line connectin
the centers of the two nuclei.
w-
t

ty

y

ty

nucleus may reach as much as 3r0. From Fig. 4 one can se
that for thea140Ca system the overlap density begins
approach 3r0 already at a separation ofR54 fm. The real
optical potential can be very well determined at such a rad
if the bombarding energy is sufficiently high.

FIG. 5. Radial shapes of different folded potentials for t
a140Ca system atElab5104 MeV which were calculated using th
various density dependent M3Y-Paris interactions of Table I.
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It is also conceivable that the appearance of such ab
mally high overlap densities is related to the problem j
noted that the renormalization factorNR is found to be
greater than unity. The density dependences considered
were not designed to cover such large departures from
mal NM density and may become deficient at such high d
sities.

B. Folding analysis of refractive 12C and 16O elastic scattering

In contrast toa-nucleus scattering, the elastic scatteri
of heavier ions is usually of peripheral character. The f
side elastic scattering pattern at large angles is usually
pressed by strong absorption, and the Fraunhoffer diffrac
pattern in the angular distribution at smaller angles tha
observed for many HI systems can be reproduced by m
optical potentials which all have similar values and simi
slopes near the so-called strong absorption radius@1#. It then
becomes more difficult to test the reliability of theoretic
models which have been used to generate the potentials

Nevertheless, the elastic scattering for some light HI s
tems, like 12C1 12C and 16O1 16O, has been shown to dis
play prominent refractive patterns at energies from 15 to
MeV/nucleon@2,10–12,21,52#. Despite uncertainties in som
particular cases, systematic OM analyses@2,13,53# of most
of the available data have indicated that a family of de

FIG. 6. Relativex2 values~in ratio to the lowestx2 value ob-
tained in each case! of the OM fits to the elastic data fora112C and
40Ca, versus the corresponding~discrete! K values given by the
different density dependent M3Y-Paris interactions~see Table I!,
which were used to generate the real folded potentials. The line
only to guide the eye.
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~namely, depths ranging from about 100 to 300 MeV! real
optical potentials, associated with quite shallow imagina
potentials, are required to explain the rainbow features
served in experiments. Our recent folding analyses of th
data@21,23# have shown clearly that the real folded potent
and the best-fit WS imaginary potential obtained therew
also belong to this family. Like the folding analysis of th
a-nucleus scattering@20#, the results obtained for light H
~refractive! scattering@21,23# have also unambiguously sug
gested the DDM3Y1 and BDM3Y1 interactions to be t
most realistic versions of the density dependent M3Y int
action. Thus it is also of interest to test new density dep
dent forms developed in the present work against the s
light HI scattering data.

Before discussing the results of the OM analyses,
would like to point out some differences in the overlap de
sities which occur in a collision between two heavy io
compared with those for a typicala-nucleus case. In Fig. 10
we show the sum of the two densities for a16O1 16O colli-
sion, at various internuclear distancesR, expressed as a func
tion of the distancez from their center of mass. One find
that the highest overlap density that can be reached in
system is about 2r0, and that only occurs whenR is less than
about 3 fm. In thea140Ca system, the overlap density b
gins to approach 3r0 already atR.4 fm ~see Fig. 4!. This
difference~caused by the much higher density profile of t
a particle! also leads to a different picture of the folde
potentials obtained for these two cases. For example,

re

FIG. 7. The same as Fig. 3 but for thea190Zr system at
Elab579.5, 99.5, and 118 MeV.
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DDM3Y1 and BDM3Y1 potentials calculated for th
a140Ca system at 104 MeV have a relative difference
about 16% at smallestR ~Fig. 5!, and this change has bee
shown to affect the elastic scattering~Fig. 6!. However, for
the 16O1 16O system at 350 MeV, the difference betwe
these two types of the folded potential~Fig. 11! is only about
5%. This has much less effect on the elastic scattering,
thus it becomes much harder to trace differences in
folded potentials through OM analyses. In particular, su
small changes can easily be obscured by the use of the re
malization factorNR for the folded potential.

FIG. 8. The same as Fig. 6 but for thea158Ni and 90Zr sys-
tems.

FIG. 9. The same as Fig. 6 but for thea1208Pb system.
f
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e
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The 12C1 12C system is one of the most intensely studi
light HI systems, with scattering data measured at incid
energies ranging from a few up to 200 MeV/nucleon. Ve
interesting are the low-energy data measured by Stok
et al. @54# where the optical potentials have been sho
@53,54# to be surprisingly transparent and the data can p
vide some information on the12C1 12C potential in the inte-
rior. In the present work we have performed the foldi
analyses for the12C1 12C data atElab5112 and 126.7 MeV
@54# and found indeed a very weakly absorbing optical p
tential for these low-energy data~see Table III!. We have
also analyzed the elastic data for this system measured a
and 300 MeV@10,11#, where a rainbow enhancement of th
scattering cross section at large angles has been obse
~see lower part of Fig. 12!. In addition, we have analyze
several data sets at higher energies, namely, the el
12C1 12C data at 1016 MeV@55#, 16O1 12C data at 608 MeV
@56#, and 1503 MeV@57#. The newly measured16O1 12C
data at 129 MeV@58# has also been studied.

All the results show that the folded potentials obtain
with the CDM3Yn set of density dependent interaction
~Table I! give about the same good fit to the data wh
judged ‘‘by eye’’ ~see Figs. 12 and 13!. This indicates that
they belong to the same overall ‘‘family’’ of realistic optica
potentials. In contrast to thea scattering considered above
the x2 values obtained for light HI systems~Fig. 14! do not
show any marked variation with the theoreticalK value.
While the results obtained for12C1 12C at 112 and 126.7
MeV, and 16O1 12C at 1503 MeV seem to favor th
CDM3Y6 and BDM3Y1 interactions, those from the anal
ses of the data for12C1 12C at 240, 300, and 1016 MeV
seem to show a reverse trend~Fig. 14!. Given that the maxi-
mum overlap density reached in a light HI system is sma
than that of ana-nucleus system, as well as the measu
ments being less extensive than those obtained for
a-nucleus cases, the results shown in Fig. 14 only indic
that the heavy ion data are less sensitive to the small dif
ences in the folded potentials caused by the various den
dependences. The sensitivity is further obscured by the f
dom we have to allow the renormalization factorsNR for the
real folded potentials to deviate slightly from unity.

FIG. 10. The same as Fig. 4 but for the16O116O system.
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We note that these same data have been used quite
cessfully to differentiate between different density depend
interactions when those yieldK values that differ from each
other by about 100 MeV or more@21,23#. Among these data

FIG. 11. The same as Fig. 5 but for the16O116O system at
Elab5350 MeV.
uc-
nt FIG. 12. The same as Fig. 3 but for the12C112C system at
Elab5126.7~upper part! and 300 MeV~lower part!.
c
hich
TABLE III. OM parameters@see Eqs.~2.14!, ~2.15!, and ~2.16!# used in the folding analysis of elasti
12C and 16O scattering. The real folded potentials were calculated using the CDM3Y6 interaction w
yields the nuclear incompressibilityK5252 MeV ~see Table I!.

System Elab NR 2JR /(A1A2) ^r R
2&1/2 WV r V aV sR x2

~MeV! ~MeV fm3) ~fm! ~MeV! ~fm! ~fm! ~mb!

12C112C 112 0.997 339.2 3.819 17.67a 1.156 0.627 1382 12.8
126.7 0.983 331.1 3.820 17.91a 1.180 0.571 1355 8.8
240 0.912 285.9 3.830 26.84a 1.126 0.657 1426 11.3e

300 0.885 267.2 3.835 26.17a 1.123 0.665 1398 11.3e

1016 0.897 172.9 3.908 18.28a 1.088 0.825 1182 14.8

16O112C 129 1.061 375.7 3.998 20.09a 1.225 0.579 1575 22.9e

608 0.804 226.6 4.027 25.04a 1.110 0.607 1346 6.7
1503 0.850 156.5 4.093 17.33a 1.144 0.778 1307 13.0

16O116O 250 0.859 295.8 4.178 41.51b 0.867 0.957 1822 8.0e

350 0.909 298.3 4.184 24.63c 1.148 0.638 1632 4.8e

480 0.829 255.7 4.191 31.16d 1.067 0.749 1649 5.2e

aNo surface term in the imaginary WS potential, i.e.,WD50.
bWD55.141 MeV,r D51.131 fm,aD50.479 fm.
cWD58.52 MeV, r D50.933 fm,aD50.362 fm.
dWD51.84 MeV, r D50.971 fm,aD50.217 fm.
ex2 values obtained with uniform 10% errors.
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56 965NUCLEAR INCOMPRESSIBILITY AND DENSITY . . .
sets, the16O1 12C elastic data at 1503 MeV are somewh
more complete~lower part of Fig. 13!. They have been
shown by Koboset al. @59# to be sensitive to the real optica
potential at distancesR from 3 to 6 fm. That gives us som
reason to emphasize thex2 behavior found in this case
which favors the use of the BDM3Y1 interaction and su
ports the conclusion drawn from the study ofa-nucleus scat-
tering in Sec. III A.

Among light HI systems, the16O1 16O elastic data mea
sured at HMI-Berlin@12,21,52# are the most extensive an
exhibit refractive scattering most clearly. For example,
broad maximum near 50° in the data at 350 MeV~lower part
of Fig. 15! can be identified as a remnant of the prima
rainbow, with the first Airy minimum around 44°. This rain
bow structure can be reproduced if the real optical poten
is deep enough to belong to the group of refractive potent
@23#. These very accurate data, covering almost the wh
allowed angular range~symmetry about 90° being required!,
have allowed one to perform model independent analyse
the data@52,60#, and to test the sensitivity to the16O1 16O
potential at radii as small as 3 fm. Results of a folding ana
sis of these data using the new density dependent interac
are shown in Figs. 15 and 16. Again, judged visually, go
fits are obtained with all the folded potentials conside

FIG. 13. The same as Fig. 3 but for the12C112C system at
Elab51016 MeV ~upper part! and 16O112C system atElab51503
MeV ~lower part!.
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here. Even thex2 values obtained~upper part of Fig. 17!
show almost no variation with the kind of density depe
dence chosen. The reason is quite clear: a small differenc
about 5% in the depth of the potential at the smallest ra
~see Fig. 11! is too small to be traced in the OM analysis.

Encouraged by the success of the MIA analysis of
16O1 16O elastic data considered here@52#, we try to avoid
the traditional renormalization procedure in the foldin
analysis by treating explicitly the real part of the dynam
polarization potential~DPP!. This DPP represents other con
tributions to the Feshbach optical potential, including tho
which lead to absorption from the elastic channel and t
give rise to the imaginary part of the potential. The over
success of the folding model implies that the real part of
DPP contributes a relatively small part to the real opti
potential. The sign of this real contribution is expected
depend upon the physical processes involved@4#. Coupling
to breakup channels tends to result in a repulsive D
whereas the excitation of collective surface oscillations te
to induce an attractive DPP@49#. Both effects are usually
located in the surface region. When simply renormalizing
folded potentials we have found~with one exception! that
NR,1 ~see Table III! was required. However, we should n
immediately assume that this implies that breakup is
source of the DPP; small departures ofNR from unity may be
taking account other uncertainties in the construction of
folded potentials, including other exchanges beyond
Fock term in Eq.~2.5!. In principle the DPP can be estimate
by a full coupled-channel reaction calculation@4#. In prac-
tice, this is not easy. However, with the highly accurate a
extensive data available, we try to represent the DPP in
folding analysis by adding a real surface correction te
DV(R) to the folded potential. The optical potential the
becomes

U~E,R!5VD~E,R!1VEX~E,R!1DV~R!1 iWV~R!

1 iWD~R!, ~3.1!

where the shape ofDV(R) is defined by its values at certai

FIG. 14. The same as Fig. 6 but for the12C112C system at
Elab5126.7, 300, and 1016 MeV, and16O112C system at
Elab51503 MeV.
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radial knots with a cubic spline interpolation between t
knots. TheDV(R) values at the knots are parameters a
justed to fit the scattering data and no renormalization of
main folded potential is assumed in these calculations. T
is, we takeNR51. Although in such a folding1spline analy-
sis there are more free parameters, we may hope for
results to be more significant than those obtained simply
renormalizing the folded potential as a whole. We note t
such a folding1spline procedure has been used successf
to reveal the contribution to the real part of the DPP from
breakup effect in our recent study of6Li1 12C elastic scat-
tering @61#. Given that we expect the real DPP to be stro
gest in the surface region, the DPP correctionDV(R) was
defined for the radial range 2<R<10 fm only, with its value
at R52 fm set equal to zero. The values at the seven ra
knotsR53(1)10 fm, aswell as the parameters of the imag
nary potential, were varied to optimize the fit to the data. W
expected that the most physical one of the set of folded
tentials would be that one which gave the lowestx2 in such
a procedure.

The results of this folding1spline analysis are shown a

FIG. 15. Fits to the elastic16O116O scattering data a
Elab5250 and 350 MeV given by OM analyses using renormaliz
real folded potentials~dashed curves! and real ‘‘folded1spline’’
potential ~unrenormalized,NR51! ~solid curves!. The imaginary
potentials were taken to have the Woods-Saxon~volume1surface!
shape@see Eqs.~2.14!, ~2.15!, and ~2.16!#. The parameters of the
optical potentials are given in Tables III and IV.
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FIG. 16. The same as Fig. 15 but for the16O116O system at
Elab5480 MeV.

FIG. 17. The same as Fig. 6 but for the16O116O system at
Elab5250, 350, and 480 MeV. The upper part shows thex2 values
obtained by renormalizing the folded potentials, while the low
part shows thex2 obtained by adding the spline correction to th
unrenormalized folded potentials.
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TABLE IV. Optical potential used in the folding1spline analysis of elastic16O116O scattering. Imagi-
nary potential was taken in a Woods-Saxon~volume1surface! form @see Eqs.~2.15! and ~2.16!# and real
potential taken asV1DV. The folded potentialV was calculated using the CDM3Y6 interaction~see Table
I!, and the surface correction~added toV at R5329 fm! DV was given by a spline fit. No renormalizatio
was assumed forV, i.e., NR51.

Elab ~MeV! WV ~MeV! r V ~fm! aV ~fm! WD ~MeV! r D ~fm! aD ~fm! sR ~mb! x2

250 29.48 1.0 0.975 4.602 1.007 0.334 1925 4.3a

350 23.88 1.182 0.542 9.725 1.021 0.291 1574 3.8a

480 27.52 1.024 0.443 9.204 1.024 0.727 1601 3.6a

Elab ~MeV! R ~fm! 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

250 V1DV ~MeV! 2138.7 294.2 238.5 214.7 24.0 20.70 20.03
DV ~MeV! 45.8 15.0 12.8 3.9 1.3 0.54 0.21

350 V1DV ~MeV! 2141.7 299.8 251.6 216.5 25.1 21.28 20.15
DV ~MeV! 34.3 4.4 22.5 1.4 0.01 20.08 0.09

480 V1DV ~MeV! 2137.5 290.8 241.7 214.1 24.0 20.95 20.12
DV ~MeV! 28.0 7.1 4.6 3.0 1.0 0.20 0.11

ax2 values obtained with uniform 10% errors.
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solid curves in Figs. 15 and 16, while the results of sim
renormalizing the folded potential without any spline corre
tion are shown as the dashed curves. The use of the s
correction shows a slightly better agreement with the dat
the largest angles. Thex2 values obtained with the spline
are shown in the lower part of Fig. 17 and they show clea
that the minimum inx2 is reached with the CDM3Y6 o
BDM3Y1 versions of the density dependent interaction,
though the gain is rather small for the reasons discus
above. This result is in agreement with our much less a
biguous findings from the analyses of the refractivea scat-
tering data~Figs. 6 and 8!.

The optical potential parameters found with the CDM3Y
interaction in our folding1spline analysis of the16O1 16O
data at 250, 350, and 480 MeV are given in Table IV. Al
given explicitly are the values of the real potential at t
most important radial knots. We see that the spline corr
tion is by no means negligible, and is generally repuls
~hence the need for a renormalizationNR of less than unity
when the splines are not used!. Table IV shows that thex2

has been reduced at each energy compared to that obt
by simply renormalizing the folded potential~Table III!. We
do not claim that these potentials are unique, but we beli
that they can serve as a useful reference point for any fu
analyses of these interesting measurements.

IV. SUMMARY

We have introduced some generalized and realistic
plicit density dependences into the original M3Y effecti
NN interactions that were based upon theG-matrix elements
of the ParisNN potentials@7#. The values of the paramete
that describe the density dependence have been chosen
to reproduce the saturation properties~binding energy and
saturation density! of normal nuclear matter within a
Hartree-Fock scheme, and which predict the nuclear inc
pressibilityK to have values ranging from 176 to 270 MeV
in steps of about 10 MeV. Although the functional form
the density dependence was chosen to facilitate folding
culations of nucleus-nucleus potentials, it can also be use
an effective interaction in a nuclear structure model.
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The density dependent interactions have been used in
double-folding model to calculate the real parts
a-nucleus and heavy-ion optical potentials for those syste
where strong refractive scattering patterns have been
served. In this way we use optical model analyses to pr
the sensitivity of the scattering data to different forms of t
density dependence and hence to the various values o
associated incompressibilityK of cold nuclear matter.

From the detailed OM analyses of elastica scattering
data on targets ranging from12C to 208Pb, we found a sys-
tematic behavior of thex2 value per datum to approach it
minimum when the real optical potentials are generated
those versions of the density dependent interaction wh
yield K5241, 252, and 270 MeV. We regard this as a stro
indication that a very soft nuclear EOS~with K around 180
MeV! is less realistic than one with a slightly stiffer EO
~with K.2402270 MeV!.

Analogous folding analyses have been done on elas
scattering data for12C1 12C, 16O1 12C, and 16O1 16O at in-
cident energies up to 94 MeV/nucleon. The results w
found to be much less sensitive, but are compatible w
those found fora scattering. This lack of sensitivity is du
mainly to the maximum overlap density formed in a HI sy
tem being appreciably less than that formed in
a-nucleus sytem. This makes much smaller the differen
between the potentials calculated using the various den
dependences~compare Figs. 5 and 11!. In an attempt to trace
such a fine effect, we have performed some OM analysis
the new and extensive16O1 16O data measured at sever
energies. For this we used the unrenormalized folded po
tial, together with a correction term constructed from splin
to represent, for example, an explicit contribution from t
dynamic polarization potential. This replaces the freedom
using a renormalization factorNR that differs from unity.
The results of this ‘‘folding1spline’’ analysis improve the
fits somewhat, and show a tendency to favor the same d
sity dependences that were favored in the OM analyses o
a-nucleus scattering.

Thus, the results obtained allow us to claim that a realis
K value is confined to a range of about 240–270 MeV, ruli
out the lower value of about 180 MeV indicated as possi
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by our original analysis. This still corresponds to a mod
ately ‘‘soft’’ nuclear equation of state. It also allows us
suggest which is the most realistic density dependent in
action which is currently available for folding-model calc
lations of a-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus potentials. In p
ticular, our results show clearly the importance of refract
a scattering experiments as a means to provide accurate
to test an effectiveNN interaction.
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